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Abstract� This paper provides a description of the mo�
tion of Saturn coorbital satellites Janus and Epimetheus
by means of horseshoe periodic orbits in the framework
of the planar restricted three�body problem for the mass
parameter � 	 
�� � ����� The mechanism of existence of
such orbits for any value of � � � and the Jacobi constant
C close to C�L��� L� being an adequate collinear equilib�
rium point� is analyzed from two dierent points of view
and a systematic way to compute the horseshoe periodic
orbits is also described�

Key words� Celestial mechanics � Planets and Satellites
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�� Introduction

In ���� the successful Voyager �ights to Saturn con�rmed
the existence of two small satellites of Saturn� Janus
�����S�� and Epimetheus �����S
�� and provided an es�
timate of their masses as well as their orbital elements�
These coorbital satellites turned out to be librating in
horseshoe orbits� in a adequate rotating system� As their
semimajor axes are only �� km apart� they can approach
within ������ km� but when they are close to each other�
their mutual gravitational interaction prevents a collision
and switches their orbits� Several authors have dealt with
the coorbital motion in the framework of the planar three�
body problem� up�to�date numerical values and a detailed
history of the discovery is given in Aksnes ����� Dermott
et al� ���� considered horseshoe orbits to account for the
location of narrow rings of Saturn �and other planets��
Dermott and Murray �����a and ����b� gave a descrip�
tion of the coorbital motion of ����S� and ����S
 based
on a combination of numerical integration and perturba�
tion theory� they studied �rst the case where the mass of
the third body was negligible� and generalized some of the
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results to include the case where the third body had suf�
�cient mass to aect the other satellite �see also Murray
and Dermott ������ Later on� Yoder et al� ����
� derived a
simple analytic approximation to the motion of all Trojan�
like asteroids and applied it to ����S� and ����S
� Rabe
������ found one horseshoe periodic orbit in the restricted
three�body problem for the particular value of the mass
parameter � 	 �SJ � corresponding to the Sun�Jupiter sys�
tem� and Taylor ������ also computed segments of sev�
eral families of horseshoe periodic orbits for �SJ � On the
other hand� other mathematical theories have been devel�
oped� Gar�nkel ������ ����� ����� constructed a formal
long�periodic solution in the restricted three�body prob�
lem� assuming the mass parameter small enough� and such
solution embraced in particular horseshaped orbits� Wald�
vogel and Spirig studied the problem of Saturn�s coorbital
satellites by means of a singular�perturbation approach�
that is� the motion is initially described by an outer and
an inner approximation� valid when the satellites are far
apart or close together� respectively� the complete descrip�
tion of the motion requires the matching of both approx�
imations �see Spirig and Waldvogel ����� Waldvogel and
Spirig ������ In a similar way� Petit and H�enon ������
dealt with satellite encounters in the framework of Hill�s
problem from analytical and numerical points of view� Fi�
nally� Cors and Hall ������ approach this problem ana�
lytically by introducing small parameters into the usual
three�body equations� truncating higher order terms and
deriving dynamical information from the resulting equa�
tions�

Our approach deals with the existence of families of
horseshoe periodic orbits in the planar circular restricted

three�body problem �RTBP�� More concretely� the aim of
this paper is twofold� �i� �rst of all� we consider the RTBP
where the primaries are Saturn and Janus� that is� with
a mass parameter � 	 
�� � ���� �according to Yoder et
at� ���� and Nicholson et al� ������ and Epimetheus �the
smaller satellite� is the third body of in�nitesimal mass�
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We show that the motion of Saturn coorbital satellites
is closely related to some periodic orbits of this RTBP
problem� We compute new families of stable horseshoe pe�
riodic orbits which approach the actual motion of ����S�
and ����S
� so the coorbital motion is already re�ected
in this simple model� In fact� Dermott and Murray �����a
and ����b� did so in some way� and we will compare our
results with theirs� However� in this paper� we present a
mechanism of generation of horseshoe periodic orbits as
a transition from the � 	 � case to the � � � and small
one� This mechanism gives answer to the natural question
about the origin and location of these horseshoe periodic
orbits�

We carry out a numerical exploration for dierent val�
ues of �� we will compute some families of horseshoe peri�
odic orbits in a systematic way� and we will describe some
properties of their behaviour�

This exploration reveals that the set of families of
horseshoe periodic orbits has a rich structure as well as the
appearance of bifurcation phenomena� More concretely�
according to their stability� we will show that many bifur�
cations appear which are very close to each other� These
features were not considered by Dermott and Murray�

�ii� We are also concerned with the existence of families
of horseshoe periodic orbits for other values of the mass
parameter in the framework of the restricted problem� So�
we will discuss the existence of such orbits for any value
of the mass parameter � varying from � to ���� As this
question is directly related to the variation of the Jacobi
constant� we will also describe the evolution of the families
of horseshoe periodic orbits for a �xed value of the mass
parameter and varying the Jacobi constant C � �
� C���

In particular� we discuss the relation between the
horseshoe periodic orbits and the invariant manifolds of
the Lyapunov orbits born from the collinear points �spe�
cially from L��� We recall that for each collinear equi�
librium point Li� i 	 �� �� 
� the in�nitesimal oscillations
around Li are continued along a family of plane retro�
grade periodic orbits surrounding Li� the so called family
of Lyapunov periodic orbits �see Szebehely� ������

The paper is organized as follows� The mechanism of
generation of horsehoe periodic orbits� for small � � �� is
described in Section �� The numerical exploration for the
motion of the coorbital satellites Janus and Epimetheus
�considering the circular RTBP as a simpli�ed model� as
well as the properties of horseshoe periodic orbits �for � �
� and very small� are carried out in Section 
� In Section
�� we discuss the horseshoe periodic orbits for any value
of �� and �nally� we draw some conclusions in Section ��

�� Origin and location of horseshoe periodic
orbits� From �  � to � � � small

���� The restricted three�body problem

We consider a system of three bodies in an inertial �also
called sidereal� reference system� two bodies �called pri�
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Fig� �� Zero velocity curves for � � �� The motion is possible
outside the region enclosed by the zvc�

maries� of masses �� � and � �in suitable units�� descri�
bing circular orbits about their common center of mass
�the origin of coordinates� in a plane� and a particle of
in�nitesimal mass which moves in the same plane under
the gravitational eect of the primaries but has negligible
eect on their motion� The problem of describing the mo�
tion of the particle is the planar circular restricted three�
body problem �RTBP�� The equations of motion in a ro�
tating �also called synodical� system of coordinates� x and
y� which rotates with the primaries are� in suitable units
�see Szebehely �����

x�� � �y� 	
��

�x
� ���

y�� � �x� 	
��

�y
� ���

where

��x� y� 	
�

�
�x� � y�� �

�� �

r�
�

�

r�
�

�

�
���� ���

and r�� 	 �x � ��� � y�� r�� 	 �x � � � ��� � y� are the
distances between the particle and the bigger and smaller
primaries respectively� and � stands for d�dt� It is well
known that these equations have the so called Jacobi �rst
integral

x�� � y�� 	 ���x� y�� C� �
�

and � equilibrium points� the collinear points� L�� L� and
L�� and the equilateral ones� L� and L�� If one computes
the value of the Jacobi constant at the equilibrium points
Ci 	 C�Li� for any value of � � ��� ����� one has


 	 C� 	 C� � C� � C� � C��

and C� 	 C� for � 	 ����
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Fig� �� For � � � and C � 	� the motion is possible inside the
disk of radius ri � � and outside the disk of radius ro � �� We
also plot three circular periodic orbits of radius r� �retrograde��
r� �direct� and r� �retrograde��

Throughout this paper� a horseshoe periodic orbit will
be a periodic solution in which the particle follows a path
which surrounds only the equilibrium points L�� L� and
L� and has only two crossings with the x axis� which turn
out to be orthogonal� that is� for t 	 � and t 	 T���
T being the period� the orbit has �xi� �� as position and
��� y�i� as velocity� for certain xi� and y�i� i 	 �� �� It is well
known that the equations of motion of the RTBP satisfy
the symmetry

�x� y� x�� y�� t� � �x��y��x�� y���t� ���

and that any solution with two orthogonal crossings with
the x axis �at t 	 � and t 	 T��� becomes symmetric with
respect to the x axis� and periodic of period T � So� from
now on� any horseshoe periodic orbit will be considered
for t � ��� T����

On the one hand� we want to know the suitable re�
gion in the plane �x� y� to look for horseshoe periodic or�
bits� To do so� we just recall that for any value of �� one
has the possible regions of motion �whose boundaries are
called zero velocity curves �zvc�� according to the value of
the Jacobi constant C �see more details in Szebehely�����
Chapter ��� An examination of those possible regions of
motion shows that horseshoe periodic orbits may take
place only for C � C� and for values of x and y close to the
zero velocity curves �we will specify the meaning of close
later on�� At this point� we remark that the natural range
of C� for the horseshoe periodic orbits� is 
 � C � C� �see
Figure ��� which was the actual range taken in Dermott
and Murray �����a and ����b�� but we will also prove
that there exist horseshoe periodic orbits for C � 
�

On the other hand� for a �xed C � C� we may expect
to have many horseshoe periodic orbits for � � � and very
small� The reason remains in the RTBP for � 	 �� as we
shall see in the next subsection�
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We brie�y recall the RTBP� with the particular value
of the mass parameter � 	 �� In this case� any point with
x� 	 y� 	 � on the circle S� �centered at the origin and of
radius one� is an equilibrium point� The possible regions
of motion are� outside the ring of radius ri � � and ro � �
which are solutions of the equation r� �Cr � � 	 �� with
r � �� for C � 
� the plane without crossing the circle S��
for C 	 
� and the whole plane for C � 
 �see Figure ���

���� Mechanism of generation of horseshoe periodic orbits

It is well known �see Szebehely ����� that� for � 	 �� any
periodic orbit of the RTBP in synodical coordinates comes
from rotating a circular orbit or a suitable elliptical one in
the sidereal �inertial� frame� More concretely� for a �xed
value of C� only the sidereal ellipses �that is� in sidereal
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cordinates�� with semimajor axis a� semiminor axis b and
eccentricity e given by the relation

�b 	 �a
p

�� e� 	
C
p
a

�
� �

�
p
a

���

�see Figure 
�� with a 	 �p�q����� for some p� q � N �that
is with rational mean motion�� give rise to periodic orbits
in synodical coordinates� of course� a and b are always
positive but the signs �� � assign a sense to describe the
motion� ���� the corresponding sidereal orbit is direct� and
���� the sidereal orbit is retrograde�

In particular� when e 	 �� a circular orbit in side�
real coordinates also becomes circular in synodical ones�
and the characteristic curves �that is a curve whose points
provide initial conditions of periodic orbits� of the circular
synodical symmetric periodic orbits are given by

C 	
�

a
� �

p
a �l�i�� ���

C 	
�

a
� �

p
a �m�h�� ���

�see Figure ��� Thus� we recover the well known fami�
lies�

l periodic orbits around m� and m�� its motion is re�
trograde in the synodical system and direct in the sidereal
system�

i direct periodic orbits around m� in both systems�
synodical and sidereal�

h retrograde periodic orbits around m� in both sys�
tems�

m retrograde periodic orbits aroundm� and m� in both
systems�

As far as synodical circular orbits are concerned� Figu�
re � shows that for a �xed value of the Jacobi constant
C � 
� we have three circular orbits of increasing radius r�
�retrograde�� r� �direct� and r� �retrograde� in families h�
i and l� respectively �see these orbits in Figure ��� Now we
pay attention to the circular orbits with radius r� and r��
for C � 
 and C close to 
� we expect that for � � � and
very small� we may have a horseshoe periodic orbit with
the two perpendicular crossings x� 	 x�t 	 �� � � and
x� 	 x�t 	 T��� � � very close to the values r� and r��
According to the singular perturbation theory carried out
by Spirig and Waldvogel� these two circular orbits� outside
a neighborhood of the small primary� would become the
outer approximation of the horseshoe periodic orbit� It is
also clear that the eect of the small primary with mass
� � � may cause the typical shape of �return� close to the
primary� originating in the RTBP that the in�nitesimal
mass passes from a nearly circular orbit of radius r� to a
nearly circular orbit of radius r� and vice versa in consecu�
tive approaches to the small primary m�� As we shall see
in the next section� this is precisely the case� So� we may
say that the two circular orbits� of radius r� � � � r�� and
r�� r� close to �� generate one horseshoe periodic orbit�
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Fig� �� Initial conditions x versus the minimum angular sep�
aration �min of horseshoe periodic orbits for di�erent values
of C � �C�� C�� �Fig� � a�� For every horseshoe periodic orbit
computed� we plot the value of the half period T�� in days�
�Fig� � b� and the stability parameter �Fig� � c��

The same reasoning applies to synodical orbits ob�
tained from rotating sidereal ellipses� However� as Figure 

shows� they exist for any value of C� so for a �xed value of
C close to 
 �greater than� equal to� or smaller than 
�� we
have a continuous set of synodical orbits� so it is likely that
many pairs of them are the natural candidates to provide
�outside a neighborhood of the small primary� horseshoe
periodic orbits for � � � and small� In summary� we have
given a natural mechanism to generate horseshoe periodic
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Fig� �� a� A horseshoe periodic orbit suitable for Janus and
Epimetheus� b� Detail� c� The e�ect of return when both satel�
lites approach each other�

orbits� and we can expect for a �xed value of C close to 
�
and � � � small� many horseshoe periodic orbits� We will
obtain them in the next section�

�� Computation of horseshoe periodic orbits for
� � � and very small

���� Orbital motion of Janus and Epimetheus

Our aim in this section is to compute stable horseshoe
periodic orbits that somewhat �t the real orbit described
by ����S� and ����S
�

We will take into account that ����S
 describes a
horseshoe periodic orbit of period ������ days� the mini�
mum angular separation between both satellites is ��� de�
grees� and both satellites describe elliptical orbits of semi�
axis ������� km and ������� km and eccentricity �����
and ����� for ����S� and ����S
 respectively �see Mur�
ray and Dermott� ������

So� in our simpli�ed model� we consider the RTBP
with Janus �����S�� as the small primary� with mass
� 	 
�� � ����� Saturn as the big one with mass � � ��
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Fig� �� Family of horseshoe periodic orbits for � � 
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and C � 	��������
�� initial condition x versus �min�

both describing circular orbits around their common cen�
ter of mass� and the coorbital satellite Epimetheus as the
in�nitesimal body� For this value of � we have that the x
coordinate of the collinear singular points and their Jacobi
constant values are

x�L�� 	 ���������
� C� 	 
�����������
x�L�� 	 ��������
��� C� 	 
�����������
x�L�� 	 ������������� C� 	 
�����������

In order to compute horseshoe periodic orbits� we �x
a value of the Jacobi constant C and we obtain them� We
remark that we have not computed families of horseshoe
periodic orbits when varying C� since as we shall see later�
the initial conditions of horseshoe periodic orbits �for �xed
C� are too close to each other�

So we �x a value of C� If C� � C � C� then we de�
termine the values xi � � and xo � � of the intersec�
tion between the zero velocity curve and the x axis� We
start with a value of x very close to and bigger than xo�
from �
� we have the corresponding value of y� since we
start at an orthogonal crossing� that is� the orbit begins
at �x� �� ���y��� Then� we integrate the equations of mo�
tion until the orbit again crosses the x axis� at a point
��x� �� �x�� �y��� Afterwards� we increase the value of x by an
increment of ���� and we go on until a change in sign
of �x� is found� We just compute then the value of x �be�
tween the last two values of x� of the initial condition for
the symmetric periodic orbit� Of course� we can go on in�
creasing the value of initial x and in this way we obtain
all the horseshoe periodic orbits in a given interval of x
�where the separation between two consecutive values of
initial conditions x is at least ������ As pointed out by
Dermott and Murray �����a�� for dierent values of ini�
tial x� the in�nitesimal body can enter a neighborhood of
the small primary of it can even collide with it� We have
also detected orbits which enter a neighborhood of the big
primary or the particle even collides with it� thus we have
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� A piece of a horseshoe periodic orbit �continuous line� for � � 
�� � ���� and the approximating elliptical orbits �a� and
circular orbits �c� for � � � �dotted lines�� Another piece� with the return point� close to the small primary �b and d��

regularized the dierential equations of motion using Levi�
Civitta variables in order to regularize a neighborhood of
either primary �see Szebehely ����� whenever necessary�

As we are interested in looking for stable horseshoe pe�
riodic orbits which �t the motion of the coorbitals� once
the periodic orbit is obtained� we have determined its lin�
ear stability� In order to do so� we integrate the varia�
tional equations� we compute the monodromy matrix M
and we recall that the stability parameter is de�ned by
� 	 � � trM � It is well known that the orbit is linearly
stable if � satis�es �� � � � � and unstable� otherwise
�see for instance Bray and Goudas ����� where it is shown
how the computation of � through the monodromy matrix
for half period is enough��

In a similar way� if 
 � C � C�� the zvc does not cross
the x axis� and if C � 
� then there is no zvc at all� In
both cases� we consider as the starting x a value very close
to and bigger than x�L���

We describe now the results� We have computed horse�
shoe periodic orbits for dierent values of C ranging from
values less than 
 to C�� We show� for instance� in Figure
� the initial value x for the families of horseshoe peri�
odic orbits computed for dierent values of C � �C�� C���
There exist thousands of horseshoe periodic orbits but as
they are so close to each other and for sake of clarity�
we only show a particular range which includes the de�
sired value of r� 	 �����

 �which corresponds to the
orbital element of Epimetheus in rotating coordinates��
As we can see� for x � �������� ������� there are many
horseshoe periodic orbits with suitable values of the half�
period �close to ������ minimum angular separation �close
to ��� degrees� although there are few which are stable� We
plot in Figure � a selected stable horseshoe periodic orbit
with x�t 	 �� 	 ������������� x�T��� 	 �������
��
��
T 	 �����
 days� and for which the minimum angular sep�
aration is ���� degrees� we also see the eect of �return�
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Fig� ��� Two pieces of a horseshoe periodic orbit for � � 
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when ����S
 approaches ����S� �see Figure � c�� The ec�
centricity for the orbit selected is �������� and we remark
that we have considered here a simple model where the big
satellite describes an �inertial circular orbit�� Of course the
orbits of the moons considered are both slightly eccentric�
so this means that a better model should take into account
this eect �see Section ��� However� since our goal in this
paper is to analyze the existence of this kind of motion in�
side the circular RTBP� we can conclude that� inside the
circular RTBP� there exist stable horseshoe periodic orbits
that describe qualitatively the coorbitals� motion�
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�� � ���� and C � 	��������
�� We use Levi�
Civitta coordinates u� v �m� is located at the origin�� the return
point oscillates in the y � � region and in the y � � one�

���� Horseshoe periodic orbits as periodic orbits of the

RTBP

In this Section the horseshoe periodic orbits are regarded
as particular periodic orbits of the RTBP for � � � and

very small� We want to check the mechanism of generation
of horseshoe periodic orbits described in Section � and
analyse their properties when considering families of them�
Since the same behaviour is obtained for dierent values
of � � �� we �x� for example� � 	 ��� � ����� in this
case� C� 	 
���������
� C� 	 
���������� and we plot
the family of horseshoe periodic orbits obtained for C 	

���������� � �C�� C�� in Figure �� In this context� four
remarks must be made�

�� The typical shape of horseshoe periodic orbits will
depend on two features according to the value of C� the
existence of zvc and the outer approximation� In particu�
lar� for � 	 �� a sidereal circle turns out to be a circular
synodical orbit and it is well known that a sidereal ellipse
with semimajor axis a 	 �p�q���� gives rise to a peri�
odic orbit in synodical coordinates with synodical period
T 	 �	p� and during this time� the sidereal ellipse is tra�
versed q times� We show a simple example with � 	 � and
a 	 �p�q����� q 	 ��� p 	 �� in Figure ��

For � � � and small� we expect the same shape
for the horseshoe periodic orbits �outer approximation��
We consider �rst the case C� � C � C�� The zvc re�
stricts the region of motion and the outer approximation
of the horseshoe periodic orbits will be either rotating el�
lipses or circles� We show the typical shape of a horse�
shoe periodic orbit with x�t 	 �� 	 �������������� and
x�T��� 	 �������������� in Figure � �a and b�� we have
computed the semiaxis a and b from ��� for the gener�
ating ellipses �for � 	 �� that give the initial conditions
x 	 ��������
��� and x 	 �����������
 and we plot them
as well in Figure � �a and b�� We also show in Figure � �c
and d� the horseshoe periodic orbit with initial conditions
���������������� �� ���������������� such that x�T��� 	
���������
�������� y��T��� 	 �������������� we also
plot the two generating circles� that is� two circular or�
bits given by the two values of r of equation ��� for � 	 �
and the same value of C� that is� x 	 r 	 �����������
y� 	 ������������ �as a retrograde circular orbit� and
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�� � ���� and C � 	��������
� and Levi�Civitta coordinates u� v� a� Lyapunov orbit of L� for this value of C� b�
Orbit with x�t � �� � ����	����� c� The orbit with x�t � �� � ����	��������	� turns down in a horseshoe shape� the one with
x�t � �� � ����	��������	� turns upwards and the one with x�t � �� � ����	��������	�� is close to a collision with the small
primary�

x 	 r 	 ������������ y� 	 ������������ �as a direct cir�
cular one�� We can see that both approximations agree
quite well with their corresponding horseshoe periodic or�
bits when both satellites are far apart from each other�

We �x now C such that 
 � C � C�� There is still
the zero velocity curve which does not cross the x axis
anymore� there are still the approximate rotating ellipses
or circles �from � 	 ���

Finally for C � 
� there is no zvc at all and the horse�
shoe periodic orbits may be approximated only by rotating
ellipses �from � 	 ��� We show a typical horseshoe peri�
odic orbit in Figure ��� the loops �the projections on the
x�y plane� intersect each other since there is no restriction
from the zvc�

�� According to their stability� the obtained horseshoe
periodic orbits for C � 
 are unstable� As C is increased�
some stable orbits appear and� in general� many horseshoe
periodic orbits are very close to critical ones in the sense
that their stability parameter satis�es � 	 ��� therefore
there may appear many bifurcations which we have not
followed since their initial conditions are too closely lo�
cated�


� For a �xed value of C� the evolution of horseshoe
periodic orbits when increasing x is the following�

�i� For C� � C � C�� the y � � coordinate of the
return point of each horseshoe periodic orbit increases up
to �� that is 
min decreases to � �see Figure ��� which
means that the in�nitesimal body becomes closer to the
small primary�

We describe now with more detail how this y coordi�
nate of the return point goes to zero and how the horse�
shoe periodic orbits evolve� As the particle passes close to
the small primary�m�� we use the Levi�Civitta coordinates
u� v�  u�  v that regularize the collision with m�� we note that
u and v are the space cordinates and  u and  v describe the
velocity with respect the new independent time variable

�see Szebehely ������ We �x C 	 
���������� � �C�� C��
� for x � �������
����� ����
���� �the left x of the in�
terval corresponding to the �rst horseshoe periodic orbit
computed�� there are many horseshoe periodic orbits� so
both crossings with the x axis are orthogonal and take
place with x � �� However� as x increases� the y coor�
dinate of the return point is closer to �� The in�uence
of m� is most important now� As the initial condition
x increases further on� the corresponding orbit �not nec�
essarily periodic� described by the particle looks like a
horseshoe orbit� However� for x 	 ����
����� the par�
ticle has a return point which is tangent to the x axis
with x 	 �������� that is� the return point takes place
for y 	 �� x � � on the right of m� and very close to
it� For x � �����
������ ����
����� the return point oscil�
lates and takes place close to m� but either in the y 	 �
region or in the y � � one �see Figure ���� A careful
exploration �using quadruple precision� shows that the
Lyapunov orbit around L� �x�t 	 �� 	 ����������
��
x�T��� 	 ������������ see Figure ��a� also has its eect
on the dynamics in this region and a very thin range of
variation in the x variable gives rise to dierent kinds of or�
bits� More concretely� for x 	 ����
���� the corresponding
orbit has a horseshoe shape but surrounds the Lyapunov
orbit of L� once �see Figure ��b�� as x increases a little
bit� the corresponding orbit for x 	 x� 	 ����
��������
�
surrounds the Lyapunov orbit twice� and turns down�
wards in a horseshoe shape �see Figure ��c�� However� for
x 	 x� 	 ����
��������
�� the corresponding orbit also
surrounds the LO but turns upwards� and it has no horse�
shoe shape �see Figure ��c�� The explanation for this fact
is that there must exist an orbit with the initial condition
x between x� and x� which belongs to the stable invari�
ant manifold of the LO� and is asymptotic to it �H�enon
and Petit ���� show the same behaviour in Hill�s prob�
lem�� Actually� for any two orbits which surround the LO
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k and k�� times� respectively� there must be another one�
between these two orbits� which tends asymptotically to
the LO� There exists also a collision orbit with m� for a
certain x � �����
���������� ����
����������� as Figure
��c shows� Of course� the Lyapunov orbit around L� also
plays a role and several kind of orbits exist when increas�
ing x� periodic horseshoe orbits� symmetric periodic orbits
which do not describe a horseshoe shape� collision orbits
with the small primary and orbits belonging to and close
to the invariant manifolds of the Lyapunov periodic orbits
associated with this value of the Jacobian constant�

When C increases� C � �C�� C�� and C is close to C��
the zvc is closer to the colinear points L� and L� �see
Figure �� and the length of the interval �xi� xo�� obtained
from the intersection of the zvc and the x axis� grows and
the number of horseshoe periodic orbit decreases� For in�
stance� for C 	 
������ � �C�� C�� very close to C�� we
have used an increment of variation of the initial condi�
tion x of ���� and we have obtained �� horseshoe periodic

orbits for x � ����������� ������

���� actually� as the zvc

is closer to the collinear point L� than L�� as x increases�
there appears� �rst of all� a symmetric periodic orbit on
the left of m�� that is u 	 � and v � � at the second
orthogonal crossing �see Figure �
�� then the horseshoe pe�
riodic orbits �we note that the return point now becomes
a �return path� described close to the Lyapunov orbits of
L� and L�� that coexist with collision orbits and symmet�
ric periodic orbits with the second orthogonal crossing on
the right of m� �see Figure �
�� with u � � and v 	 ��
Again� a more detailed analysis reveals the main role of the
Lyapunov periodic orbits of L� and L� and their invari�
ant manifolds� as described above� when x increases� there
appear horseshoe�like orbits which tend asimptotically to
the Lyapunov orbit of L�� �rst� and to the Lyapunov orbit
of L�� as x increases further on�

Finally� from some value of C smaller than and very
close to C� �C increasing� horseshoe periodic orbits do not
exist any more� for example� for C 	 
������� the value
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of xo of the zvc is xo 	 ������
�� �we note that this value
is bigger than any value x of the horseshoe periodic orbits
computed for C 	 
������� and there are no horseshoe
periodic orbits� See Section � for further comments�

�ii� For 
 � C � C�� the zvc encloses L� and L� but
does not cross the x axis� and for C � 
 there is no zvc at
all� The same pattern is obtained as far as the evolution of
the horseshoe periodic orbits is concerned� In both cases�
however� besides the Lyapunov orbits �and their stable
and unstable manifolds� related to L� and L�� there ex�
ists also the Lyapunov orbit �and its invariant manifolds�
linked to L��

�� Horseshoe periodic orbits in the RTBP for
other values of �

A natural question that arises is about the existence of
horseshoe periodic orbits in the RTBP for any value of
the mass parameter � � ��� �����

We have applied the same method explained in Section

 for dierent values of �� Fixed a value of �� we obtain
the same behaviour� as far as evolution of horseshoe peri�
odic orbits is concerned� on the one hand the number of
horseshoe periodic orbits increases as far as C decreases�
on the other hand� the usual pattern of the evolution of
the horseshoe periodic orbits� for �xed C� when increas�
ing the initial condition x is again the one described in
subsection 
��� that is� they coexist with collision orbits
with the small primary as well as with symmetric peri�
odic orbits which do not have a horseshoe shape� In or�
der to show this behaviour� we consider � 	 ����� then
C� 	 
������� and C� 	 
�������� We show in Figure
�� some of the periodic orbits obtained when increas�
ing x for C 	 
����� � �C�� C�� �close to C��� and for
C 	 
��� � C�� We also remark that� since for C � 

there is no zvc and there exist the periodic orbits related
to the triangular points L� nd L�� the horseshoe periodic

orbits can be quite simple �see Figure �� a for � 	 �����
or rather involved �see Figure �� b��

In order to �gure out the question about the existence
of horseshoe periodic orbits� for any value of � � �� we
make two remarks�

�a� �rst of all� the simple mechanism of generation of
horseshoe periodic orbits for � � � and very small �that
is� the dynamics somewhat inherits the dynamics from
� 	 �� is no longer valid for larger values of ��

�b� Nevertheless� another natural mechanism related
to the existence of horseshoe periodic orbits� for any value
of � � �� is due to the �stable and unstable� invariant man�
ifolds of the Lyapunov orbits emanating from the collinear
point L� �a detailed study of point L� for � small and
C 	 C� is given in Font ������ For a �xed value of � we
consider C � C�� and we have computed numerically the
��dimensional invariant manifolds of the Lyapunov peri�
odic orbit that exists for this value of C �see also Llibre
et al�� ����� for a similar work related to L��� We denoted
by W s��� W s�� the two stable invariant manifolds and by
W u�� and W u�� the unstable ones� we have followed them
until the �rst intersection with y 	 � takes place� we de�
note by �s�i��C and �u�i��C � for i 	 �� �� such curves in the
plane �x� x���

In our computations we have followed the manifolds
W s�� and W s�� �since W u�� and W u�� are obtained using
the symmetry ����� and the corresponding curves �s����C and

�s����C � Any point obtained from the intersection of �s�i��C and

its symmetrical with respect to the x axis �that is� �u�i��C��
for i 	 �� �� gives a homoclinic orbit �a symmetrical one if
the intersection point has x� 	 �� which tends in forward
and backward time to the Lyapunov orbit� and therefore a
family of periodic orbits tending to this homoclinic orbit�
This explains the existence of horseshoe periodic orbits
when varying the initial value x for �xed C � C�� Of
course� when C 	 C�� although there are neither the Lya�
punov orbits �related to L�� nor the invariant manifolds�
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some of the horseshoe periodic orbits remain but their
number decreases for increasing C�

Our results reveal three kinds of phenomena according
to the value of � and C � �
� C���

�i� For � � � � ����� and 
 � C � C�� the �ow on the
invariant manifolds has a horseshoe shape and the curves

���C are de�ned for x � � and give rise to homoclinic
orbits� We show this behaviour for � 	 �������
��� �Sun�
Jupiter mass parameter� and C 	 
���������� �see Figure
���� in particular the curves �s����C �Figure �� e� f� show the
existence of homoclinic orbits not detected in Henrard�s
paper ����
��
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�ii� As far as � increases� the domain of attraction of
the small primary m� is more powerful� and the �ow on
the invariant manifolds of the Lyapunov family of peri�
odic orbits �emanating from L�� may get very close to
and even collide with it� although some orbits on the in�
variant manifolds keep a horseshoe shape� This is the case
for � � �������� ������� We show� for example� in Figure
�� the �ow on W s��� for � 	 ���� and C 	 
��� � C�� al�
though there are some orbits belonging to W s�� which go
to collision with m�� there remain other that have a horse�
shoe shape and also homoclinic orbits obtained from the
curves �s����C at the �rst intersection with y 	 �� x � � �see
Figure ��b� or even at the second one with y 	 �� x � �
�see Figure ��c�� Such homoclinic orbits allow the exis�
tence of horseshoe periodic orbits with an initial x value
far from the zvc� this agrees with the orbits displayed
in Figure �� b� in particular for the horseshoe periodic
orbits with initial conditions x 	 �����������
�� and
x 	 ������
�����
�

�iii� Finally for � 	 ��� and 
 � C � C�� the invari�
ant manifolds of the Lyapunov orbits emanating from L�

may give a hint on the existence of horseshoe orbits� For
example� for � 	 ��� and C� � C � C�� there are no
horseshoe periodic orbits and we show in Figure �� how
the �ow on the invariant manifolds of the corresponding
Lyapunov orbit� for C 	 
�� � C�� does not describe a
horseshoe shape anymore�

�� Conclusions

According to the two purposes of this paper �see Section
��� we can conclude the following�

�i� The horseshoe shaped motion of the Saturn coor�
bital satellites Janus and Epimetheus is already well re�
�ected in the simple model of the circular restricted three�
body problem� since we have been able to compute stable
horseshoe periodic orbits that are quantitatively and qual�
itatively very close to their motion�
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Of course� a better model to describe the coorbitals�
motion should include other eects� the eccentric orbits
and the masses of both satellites� their inclination and the
oblateness of Saturn as the main ones� However this will
be the subject of research in the near future�

�ii� The natural mechanism to generate horseshoe pe�
riodic orbits for very small � remains in the dynamics for
� 	 �� and it also provides information about their exis�
tence and location�

�iii� The invariant manifolds of the Lyapunov family of
periodic orbits �related to L�� L� and L�� and specially to
L�� play a key role in the existence of horseshoe periodic
orbits in the RTBP for any value of � � � and 
 � C � C��
They have many homoclinic orbits which in turn cause a
rich structure of families of periodic orbits� In particular�
such families allow the existence of the horseshoe periodic
orbits described in this paper�
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